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Good afternoon families -  
 
Thanks to everyone who attended Curriculum Night and the ice cream social. You ate 24 gallons of 
ice cream! 
 
Attached you will find several documents including the arrival map and the dismissal map.  For 
those of you who have been at Saint Charles previously, there is very little that is different.  For 
those who are new or in kindergarten, please adhere to our plan.  When everyone cooperates, 
everyone remains safe and all runs smoothly.  
 
Arrival – between 7:45am and 8:00am 
If traveling on Wilber Ave. towards Ridge Road (West), you should turn right into the large 
parking lot and your children will cross at the crossing guard and enter the school at the main 
entrance and go right to class.   
If traveling on Wilber Ave. away from Ridge Road (East), you should turn right into the 
smaller parking lot at the East end of the school.  Your child(ren) should be ready to get out of the 
car and when possible, we will have adults there to help the younger kids exit the car.  The 
students will enter the school through the door and go to class.   
The easy way to remember the plan - turn right!  If it is not right, it is wrong (from a 
student several years ago).  When a car attempts to turn left into any parking lot, traffic is 
impeded and kids may be late for school.   
Everyone needs to cooperate.  If you have a physical disability or other issue that somehow 
prohibits you from cooperating with our plan, let me know and we can work something out. 
The third option is to park in the large lot across from the school and walk your child to 
the door.   
The doors in the middle of the school - known as the breezeway doors - are also doors available 
for entrance. 
Parents visited last night, so the kids will enter the school on their own tomorrow.  We will have 
adults around to help anyone who is feeling a little anxious.   
 
Dismissal – at 2:40pm 
Dismissal is different.  Students will exit the building at assigned doors (see the dismissal 
map).  Parents may wait by the cars or wait by the doors of the school.  Either is great.  Adults 
picking up children will park in the large parking lot across from the school on Wilber 
Ave.  Two excellent ideas - One:   back into the parking spots along the fence in the 
front and in the back.  This makes it so much safer to pull out once the kids are in the 
cars.  Two:  when possible, park in the same spot so your child(ren) may easily find 
you.   
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I am out in the large parking lot after school to make sure cars are not moving until the majority 
of the kids are to their cars.  Please be patient!  There are other schools who have dismissal 
procedures that take 25+ minutes.  If everyone cooperates and the kids are aware of being safe in 
the lot - all cars are usually on their way home by 2:50pm.   
 
There is an attached list of parents who are permitted to park in the small parking lot 
at the East end of the building.  These are parents who have one child in the school and that 
child is in kindergarten.  We do not have enough spaces for all the kindergarten families to park 
there so this seemed like a fair plan.  We will reassess after the first few weeks of school when we 
know who is taking the bus and going to aftercare on a regular basis.  If you are not on the 
attached list - please do not "sneak in" the small lot.  We need your cooperation - the 
plan applies to everyone.  
 
New this year - we will have about 15-20 parking spots available in the Charles Ave. 
parking lot.  I will not assign anyone to those spots, but we will have the entrance/exit to the lot 
nearest Ridge Road open.  Again, we will reassess after a couple weeks.   
 
Please note - the first day of school will be joyful and also a little more hectic than a 
normal day - Lots of photos being taken, more parents parking and walking students 
to the entrance doors, kindergarten will not be here at regular times, etc.  We cannot 
evaluate the success of our plan based on the first day. 
 
Also, just for "fun," there may be a large vehicle blocking the apron of the Charles Ave. 
parking lot (and part of the street??) at dismissal tomorrow.  They are boring an 
underground tunnel for power lines.  We appreciate their work and we will figure it 
out.  
 
Morning care begins tomorrow at 7:00am and after school care also starts 
tomorrow.  Students must be registered for after school care. 
 
Be patient, be joyful, be Christlike.  Be the Reason we love Saint Charles School! 
 
Here’s to an excellent new school year.  Thank you for sharing your children with us. 
 
Eileen M. Updegrove  

 

 
         

 


